
 
 

 

 

 

 

Organiser’s Comments (Jean Payne) 

Successful events don’t just happen - they are generally due to an efficient team working 

well together.  This is especially the case for a Deeside event - as with most orienteering 

clubs we are fortunate to have a willing band of volunteers with a wide range of expertise 

and /or the ability to take on new tasks when asked. 

We were also extremely lucky to have local officials who were very positive in their 

responses to our requests for permissions to do many things.  We are very grateful to 

Sefton Coast Ranger Service for their permission to use the northern part of the area and 

to Natural England for the use of the nature reserve in the south.  We were also extremely 

grateful to the head teachers and governors of Shore Side Primary School and Merefield 

School for the use of grounds for parking and the building for results and assembly and 

toilets. 

Special mention must be made of Norman Hall who negotiated all the many permissions 

required and nothing was too much trouble and to Jane Mockford who masterminded the 

blog and entries. Because we had exceeded our 500 entry limit 4 weeks before the event 

we had a waiting list of people hoping to get a run.  Jane was kept busy right up to the 

day of the event with last minute entry changes as one person dropped out – another was 

added so on the day we still had as full an entry as possible. Bob Elmes the 

Autodownload king had produced the results on the web before I got home. 

In fact the only thing we couldn’t sort out on the day was the weather! 

Special thanks to Richard Lewis of Wrekin for controlling the event and to John for his 

thought provoking courses – well mine made me think a lot! 

 

Planner’s Comments (John Embrey) 

I wanted to give a mix of woodland and open on as many courses as I could, and when I 

first visited the area early in the year this was fine. Unfortunately, once the grazing 

animals were removed the shrubby undergrowth in the open dunes shot up. By the time 

the height of the new growth was apparent it was too late to make major changes, so my 

apologies to those on the middle-length courses in particular for whom the going in the 

open was somewhat tougher than originally intended. 
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I found the contours on the map to be exceedingly accurate, although the vegetation 

required some revisions. I believe we (Mapper Graham Nilsen, controller Richard Lewis 

and I) captured the most significant of these, though inevitably there is always room for 

further improvement. 

In retrospect, during refinement of the planning and revisions to control sites some 

courses lost too much leg length variability from my first drafts, and I should have sought 

to retain a greater variety. 

I reviewed the course lengths and winning times from 4 years ago in order to decide on 

the lengths this time, and I also did a full timed test run on the Black. In the main, the 

winning times were close to what I was aiming for, apart from Brown which was slower 

than I had hoped and Light Green which was quicker. The latter may have been 

influenced by Junior Interland selection. 

Early in the planning process, I decided I wanted to give everyone maps at 1:7,500. I 

know this is a subject which can lead to much debate, but I felt some of the fine detail 

was too difficult to read at 1:10,000, and the event should be about navigation at speed 

rather than a test of eyesight. I sought the opinions of several Black runners on this at the 

finish, and all seemed generally happy with the decision. 

I must thank Controller Richard Lewis for his constructive approach and comments, 

given without seeking to impose his designs on my planning, and also for his willingness 

to listen to my opinions. These resulted in a couple of improvements to the Orange course 

in particular. Any complaints or criticisms should be directed at me. Finally, I must thank 

Dave Mercer, the Natural England site manager for most of the area, for his support 

through the year, and without which the event would not have been possible. 

 

 

Controller’s Comments (Richard Lewis WRE) 

 

Firstly it was a pleasure to be part of a well organised and enthusiastic team as DEE, lead 

on this occasion by Jean Payne. 

It was some 4 years previous when I had competed at Ainsdale, and my memory was of a 

technical area that could give lots of challenges in route choice and navigation skills. I 

think you will all agree that John Embrey did an excellent job of planning, getting the 

best out of the area if a little controlled by the ensurance that only existing crossing points 

could be used. 

On my previous visits the vegetation was very low with animals grazing this did not look 

like being a problem to consider on some courses, but with hind sight and a good 

growing season this did slow some legs but the winning times came in as predicted. 

It was a shame the weather could not perhaps have been a little drier both for helpers and 

competitors  

I’m sure you will all agree well done Jean, John and the DEE team 

 



 

 


